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Floorplan
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OVERVIEW

4-bedroom corner penthouse with sea and mountain
views for sale in Residencial Mediterrani I, in Calella de
Palafrugell, walking distance to the centre and the beach.

This 4-bedroom penthouse is found in Residencial Mediterrani I, in Calella de
Palafrugell, with a communal garden, a large pool and tennis court. This is a very
peaceful area of Calella de Palafrugell and is walking distance to the centre and the
beach. The private complex has a guard and gardener that lives in the private
complex all year round and gated access is restricted to residents.

On entering the apartment we find a living room – dining room with a fireplace and
views of the sea and hills, with access to a great terrace with the same views. The
kitchen is fully equipped and there is a separate utility area for the washing machine.

There are 4 bedrooms in total: a single and 2 doubles that share a bathroom with a
bathtub and the master bedroom with its own bathroom, also with a bathtub. The
property benefits from gas central heating and a large underground parking space
and storage room are included in the price.

Ideal for families with children or retired couples due to the pleasant, peaceful
location and communal facilities. It would also be an interesting option for investors
as Calella de Palafrugell is the most popular area for holiday rentals in the summer
months, both among locals and international clients.

lucasfox.com/go/cbr10248

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming pool, Garden, Concierge service,
Natural light, Parking, Storage room,
Security, Heating, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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